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Multi-object tracking (MOT) has received constant attention from researchers with the development of
deep learning and person re-identification (ReID). However, the occlusion caused tracking failure is still
far from solved. In this paper, we propose a Hard-Soft Attention Network (HSAN) to improve the ReID
performance and get robust appearance features of different targets. The pose information and attention
mechanism are combined to distinguish between challenging targets. Besides, the unary and binary costs
are constructed to ensure consistency and long-term tracking, which consider not only the appearance-
motion affinity of single tracks, but also the interactions between neighboring tracks. For that we cluster
the tracks into different groups and choose reliable tracks as anchors to establish the two types of costs.
Our HSAN appearance model is evaluated on the Market-1501, DUKE and CUHK03 ReID datasets and the
MOT tracking method is conducted on MOTChallenge 15, 16 and 17. The experimental results demon-
strate that our method can improve tracking accuracy and reduce fragments.

� 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Multi-object tracking (MOT) is a challenging computer vision
task that aims to obtain the motion tracks of different targets, as
shown in Fig. 1a. Nowadays, with the development of deep neural
networks, the use of deep features to obtain the appearance and
motion similarities increases the discrimination ability of different
candidates. Pedestrians are a class of important object, and the
tracking of pedestrians has many applications such as intelligent
visual surveillance and autonomous driving. Although a large num-
ber of researchers have conducted in-depth research, the perfor-
mance of pedestrian tracking still needs to be improved, due to
complex pedestrian trajectories and frequent occlusions among
different persons.

Compared with other vision tasks, MOT has the characteristics
of covering a wide range of topics and possessing more indicators
to measure the tracking performance. There are several reasons
that may cause tracking failure. First, detection error is the main
reason, and several common situations that cause tracking failure
are as follows: the corresponding pedestrian bounding boxes are
not detected, especially when the target is too far or too close to
the field of view, the camera shakes, or the illumination in the
scene is insufficient; multiple bounding boxes are generated for a
single pedestrian, which brings a lot of noises to the tracking pro-
cedure; occlusion occurs among different targets, so that the
blocked pedestrian cannot be detected. Second, the existing track-
ing algorithm is not robust enough to deal with the complexity of
videos. For example, when pedestrians occlude each other due to
long-term overlap of the tracks, the appearance and motion simi-
larities of occluded pairs are high, and the IDs of the blocked tracks
may switch. Besides, when a target disappears and then enters the
field of view again, the algorithmmay recognize it as a new one. All
the above make the generated tracks unstable and even cause
fragmentation.

In order to focus on the tracking algorithm rather than detec-
tion performance to improve the tracking effect, we use the public
detections of the open-source MOTChallenge dataset 1 as the initial
input to conduct our tracking experiment. When the detection
results of each frame are given, mutual occlusion among targets is
an important cause of tracking interruption and failure. Therefore,
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of multi-object tracking and pedestrian re-identification.
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this paper tries to address the problem of missing detections and
correlation errors in the case of tracking with occlusion.

In this paper, we focus on the research of online multi-target
tracking which is more widely usable compared with offline track-
ing. This means that we can only get the detection results of the
historical moment and the current moment, rather than the whole
offline video. Therefore, when occlusion occurs, we cannot utilize
the location information of the future moment to deduce the loca-
tions of the occluded objects.

The tracking-by-detection method [1–3] has already attracted
much attention of researchers. The object features can be roughly
divided into two types: appearance feature and motion feature.
The appearance feature mainly focuses on distinguishing different
targets in the same frame and reconnecting the targets when they
return to the field of view after disappearing for a while. Worth
mentioning, person re-identification (ReID) is often introduced in
MOT feature extraction to distinguish the appearances of pedestri-
ans. Generally speaking, ReID aims at finding the same person from
a large number of people under multiple cameras, as shown in
Fig. 1b. Compared with MOT dataset, ReID data possess competi-
tive candidates such as similar targets, occluded objects, pedestri-
ans of various sizes and multi-view candidates. To solve these
challenges, some researchers use semantic information such as
human pose, but the redundant background information and
noises still exist. Besides, many researchers apply attention mech-
anism to reduce the negative impacts, but are unable to utilize the
pixel-level information and find the vital regions of human body
parts. In order to better extract the appearance features and
improve the discrimination of the tracked target, we use the pedes-
trian’s posture information as the mask, and use the attention
mechanism to screen more discriminative pixels. Thus, we propose
a hard-soft attention based ReID model to improve the identifica-
tion ability of different targets on both ReID and MOT datasets.

Besides, compared with detection and ReID tasks, the MOT tra-
jectories are influenced not only by the targets’ own intentions but
also by neighboring objects. Only considering the single object
movement is not sufficient in predicting the locations of crowded
targets. Therefore, we use the existing motion and appearance fea-
tures, as well as spatio-temporal sequence information to con-
struct the energy terms for the grouped targets. The final
tracking result is obtained by minimizing the overall energy
function.

In this work, we aim to extract more accurate and robust
appearance-motion features to improve the long-term stability of
multi-object tracking. The contributions made in this paper are
threefold.
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� First, we propose an appearance feature extraction method to
efficiently distinguish different people under challenging
videos, including pose-guided hard attention (PHA) module
and regional soft attention (RSA) module. The keypoints of
pedestrians are generated through pose estimation to enhance
the foreground information and calibrate poor detections in
PHA module, while RSA is utilized in both global and local
branches to weaken the background information.

� Second, we propose a method to improve movement prediction
and correlation, including a grouping step, a prediction step,
and an optimization step. Within them, we use DBSCAN (a
density-based spatial clustering algorithm) to group pedestri-
ans, and propose a confidence-based method to recognize reli-
able tracks. Then the prediction of unreliable tracks is refined
as well. Based on a binned distance, we construct the unary
and binary energy terms for the correlation problem.

� Third, extensive experiments are conducted on three ReID data-
sets (Market-1501, DUKE, and CUHK03) as well as MOT datasets
(MOT15, MOT16, and MOT17) to validate our proposed method.
According to the experimental results, our method reduces the
fragments and mostly lost tracks, indicating the effectiveness of
hard-soft attention network and group-based cost minimiza-
tion for reliable multi-object tracking.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the related works on ReID and group-based tracking. The
proposed hard-soft attention appearance and unary-binary cost
tracking correlation method are introduced in Section 3. Section 4
presents the experimental results on ReID and MOTChallenge data-
sets. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
2. Related works

2.1. ReID appearance features

To obtain a more recognizable appearance model and try to
accurately distinguish different targets, researchers often intro-
duce ReID models into the tracking field. For the ReID model, there
are mainly two mainstream methods: representation learning and
discriminative distance metric learning. For representation learn-
ing, candidate characteristics under different cameras are obtained.
The discriminative distance metric learning aims to maximize the
matching accuracy by learning distance metric.

In addition to global feature that represents the total target
characteristic but ignores pixel-level detail, researchers focus on
learning local feature [4,5] as well. Although competitive ReID per-
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formances have been achieved with part-based methods, there are
still lots of issues that should be discussed.

In particular, human pose information is introduced to achieve
higher performance in ReID. For example, Xu et al. [6] propose a
Pose-guided Part Attention (PPA) module to remove redundant
background information, while Wei et al. [7] propose a Global–
Local-Alignment Descriptor (GLAD) to deal with posture changes
using discriminative character representations. Obviously, they
extract foreground and background information simply from the
semantic mask, which does not consider the part-level attention
and fine-grained representation. Besides, some researchers do
not make use of semantic parts. For example, Zheng et al. [8] utilize
attention mechanism to get reliable features according to a Pedes-
trian Alignment Network (PAN) module. Zhang et al. [9] calculate
the minimum distance between local-feature vectors to achieve
the pedestrian feature alignment. Consequently, these works can-
not remove superfluous background noise from the feature map,
thereby causing inaccurate correlations.

Therefore, we propose a HSAN model by combining hard and
soft attention to enhance the foreground information while sup-
pressing the background noise. Videlicet, the pose information is
used to achieve PHAmodule which gives higher weights to the pix-
els belonging to human body parts. And the soft attention mecha-
nism is used to construct the RSA module, reducing the weights of
background pixels.

2.2. Group-based MOT methods

Some researchers propose to group the detection bounding
boxes and tracklets to solve MOT correlations. But according to
our research, most of them use the group only in offline tracking
or under multiple cameras. Wang et al. [10] construct a trackletNet
and use the tracklet as the node to build graphs instead of isolated
bounding boxes of a certain track. Jiang et al. [11] estimate the
camera topology instead of tracks based on appearance to solve
the multi-camera multi-object tracking problem. Feng et al. [12]
obtain the low-level tracklets in the temporal-sliding window
and use the tracklet interaction network to get the evolving social
groups of tracks to get the high-level results.

Meanwhile, some researchers also realize online tracking by
grouping, which mainly refers to group construction and inner
evolution. Wang et al. [13] focus on vehicle tracking using Bayesian
estimation approach and apply the results to find the vehicle
groups. However, the method only focuses on the merging of
groups after association and does not use group information in
the formation of the trajectory. Song et al. [14] group the occluded
Fig. 2. Overall framework of our Hard-Soft Attention Network a
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tracks and used the Gaussian mixture model to achieve a hierarchi-
cal data association and refine the tracking results with the occlu-
sion group energy minimization. The defect is that the
combinations of occlusion parts are immutable and large when
there are multiple occluded objects. Yuan et al. [15] take advantage
of the shape mask to deal with track occlusion and use the Group
Behavior Model to get the neighboring targets influences on certain
candidates and improve the location prediction accuracy. Actually,
this method mainly deals with high-angle still camera tracking.

Besides, some researchers use topological structure accompa-
nied by grouping method to realize the inner group match. How-
ever, due to the existence of false positive and false negative
detections, the acquisition of topological structure is very disturb-
ing. Zhang et al. [16] incorporate the location structure using a
minimum spanning tree model and construct the spanning results
in corresponding frames to achieve the frame-to-frame tracking.
But the group structure is fixed which means it cannot be updated
during the entire tracking process. Xu et al. [17] separate the detec-
tions in a frame into different groups, and divide the tracking prob-
lem into inter-group and intra-group matchings using the tree
structure graph which is only tested on still camera scenes.

For the energy based multi-object tracking field, offline tracking
is realized by lots of researchers [18–20] to construct network flow
model using unary or pairwise costs. Thus these tracking methods
cannot be utilized in real-time tracking task. Besides, for online
tracking, Zhou et al. [21] only use the confident tracklets to refine
those unreliable tracks during their pairwise correlation process.
Dehghan et al. [22] deal with videos shot from a high angle and
treat every object as a particle, which has no subtle characteristics.
Yang et al. [23] construct the unary and pairwise energy only in
sliding windows and calculate the nearby appearance and linear
motion energies of tracklet pairs to get the results.

Consequently, our work focuses on online tracking and estab-
lishes the unary and binary energies that both consider the neigh-
borhood information. Unlike most researchers who spend a lot of
time in constructing group splits and aggregations, we use the ini-
tial tracking results calculated by Hungarian algorithm and
DBSCAN [24] to obtain the preliminary group. Then, we adjust
the targets at the border of the groups to match the online correla-
tion among current tracks. As a result, we are able to obtain better
online tracking results in an efficient manner.

3. Proposed method

Our overall algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. Compared with the
normal tracking-by-detection methods, we break it down into
nd Group-based Cost Minimization (HSAN-GCM) method.



Fig. 3. The framework of our HSANmodel. The HSAN includes two parts: PHAmodule and RSAmodule. The Hard Mask is produced in the PHA part to enhance the foreground
information, while the Soft Mask is calculated in the RSA module to reduce the background noise. The output of each stage is marked as F1; F2, and F3 respectively. The
component features P1 is obtained by Global Average Pooling (GAP) on F3. Besides, the GAP operation is conducted on the Soft mask to get the regional attention parts. Feature
maps P2 is the results of multiplying each part of Soft mask and corresponding features P1. The global features G1 is obtained by operating GAP to the features F3. And the
dimension reduction is used to get the features P3 and G2 respectively. Finally, after the fully connected (FC) layers operate on all stripes of P3 and G2, we use the softmax loss
and triplet loss to train our HSAN model to get the final classification results.

Fig. 4. The structure of our Hard Attention Mask. The pose estimation network is
used on the original image to generate the keypoints and the hard attention mask is
obtained by applying Gaussian process, binarization and normalization operations.
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two major steps. first, we obtain roughly accurate tracking results
through preliminary associations as the researchers always con-
duct. Besides, due to the occlusion we further adjust the results
based on our unary-binary energy term to improve the rationality
and stability of tracking. We expect to consider the single trajec-
tory as well as the influence of neighbor nodes on it. In this section,
we introduce our detailed method in two components. First, a
ReID-based HSAN [25] model is applied to work out a better
appearance affinity between different objects in Section 3.1; then,
a unary-binary cost based association process for obtaining more
reliable motion affinity is shown in Section 3.2.
3.1. ReID-based HSAN appearance model

The appearance feature is vital in distinguishing among differ-
ent people and reconnecting the same pedestrians. To get appro-
priate appearance feature for candidate detections, we introduce
a hard and soft attention method. As shown in Fig. 3, it consists
of two modules called pose-guided hard attention module and
regional soft attention module.

In our method, the ResNet50 [26] is exploited as the backbone
network and the other parts are modified by the Part-based Convo-
lutional Baseline (PCB) [4] method. The PHA module aims to
enhance the reliability of features by using pose information, and
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the RSA module aims to locate the discriminative region by using
attention mechanism. We describe the two modules as follows.

3.1.1. Pose-guided Hard Attention Module
For the first part, the pose estimation method known as Stacked

Hourglass Network [27] is applied to the base network, aiming at
giving higher weight to vital pixels. Specifically, this method
expresses the human pose into 17 keypoints and is trained on
COCO [28] dataset.

The whole structure is shown in Fig. 4. In our method, the key-
points mask is added to the deep CNN feature map obtained from
original images. As shown in Eq. (1), we use Maskh to represent the
pose key points and F1 means the basic ResNet50 feature map,

F2 ¼ F1 �Maskh � F1; ð1Þ
where � denotes element-wise multiplication and � represents
summation.

Knowingly, the keypoints coordinates correspond to original
images. So, we first expand the points to match the feature map
size. For instance, as shown in Eq. (2) a keypoint Ki with coordinate
(xi; yi) is multiplied by the parameters k1 and k2 to map the feature
map keypoint K 0

i, which represent the ratios of original image size
and feature map size,

x0i; y
0
i

� � ¼ k1xi; k2yið Þ: ð2Þ
Furthermore, the keypoints are expanded into heat maps using

Gaussian method and Binarization shown in Eq. (3),

Hi ¼ Binarization Gaussian K 0
i;r

� �
; thres

� �
: ð3Þ

In detail, the expectation K 0
i of the Gaussian model is the center

locations of the keypoints and the standard deviation r is 16 in our
method. Besides, the binarization is added with a threshold 0.8,
which can binarize the Gaussian mask. The final heat map is the
normalized results of 17 heat maps obtained by 17 keypoints as
shown in Eq. (4), so that the values of Maskh are limited to zero
or one. Here we apply the linear normalization method which is
commonly used in image processing.

Maskh ¼ Norm
X17
i¼1

Hi

 !
: ð4Þ



Fig. 5. The structure of our Soft Attention Mask. On the basis of F2, the Soft
Attention Mask is obtained to reduce the background information.
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3.1.2. Regional Soft Attention Module
After getting the pose-guided hard attention network, we use

the regional soft attention mask to enhance the corresponding
body parts, whose structure is shown in Fig. 5.

As Eq. (5) shows, feature map F2 obtained in the above part
serves as the input in this part and the RSA mask Masks is multi-
plied onto F2 to get the final feature map F3,

F3 ¼ F2 �Masks � F2: ð5Þ
Specifically, we get the Masks by introducing the soft attention

module to extract reliable features and locate discriminative
regions as shown in Eq. (6),

Masks ¼ Sigmoid BN Conv ReLU Conv F2ð Þð Þð Þð Þð Þ; ð6Þ
the convolutional operation is followed by the feature map and the
ReLU activation function is applied. Besides, another convolutional
layer and the batch normalization [29] which is denoted as BN are
constructed with a sigmoid function following behind. Thus, the
final soft attention mask is obtained and the information of corre-
sponding pixels are enhanced.

After getting the F3 feature map, we use the Global Average
Pooling (GAP) to acquire the global and component features,
respectively. For the component features, F3 is equally divided into
6 horizontal stripes which represent different parts of human bod-
ies. Consequently, the output of global branch G1 is 2048 and the
size of P3 is 256-d.

Worth mentioning, as Fig. 3 shows, we not only use the soft
attention mask for the backbone network, but also the local branch
part. The regional soft mask Mi is produced according to Eq. 7,

Mi ¼ GAP Masks; pð Þ; ð7Þ
where GAP �ð Þ represents global average pooling operation which
splits Masks into p regional parts. Accordingly, for every regional

Maski, it corresponds to the regional part Pi
1, and P1 is the global

average pooling result of F3.
After that, the local features P2 is generated by applying soft

attention mask to feature maps P1, as shown in Eq. 8,

Pi
2 ¼ Mi � Pi

1; ð8Þ

where Pi refers to the ith branch and Pi represents the ith feature
map. The regional soft mask Mi is used to weaken the redundant
background noise of local branch, helping improve the performance
of our ReID model.

3.1.3. Training details
For the training process, the softmax loss is used in both local

branch and global branch, while the triplet loss is obtained only
in global branch. Consequently, the person ID can be predicted
and the prediction accuracy can be improved by the softmax loss.
In this way, the ReID task is regarded as a classification problem.
Simultaneously, the feature vectors that represent different IDs
are adjusted by the triplet loss, which aims at learning the similar-
ities and differences between input pairs. The overall loss is shown
in Eq. (9),

Ltrip ¼ � jjf a � f pjj2 � jjf a � f njj2 þ a
� �

; ð9Þ

where f p and f n respectively represent the positive and negative
samples of the candidate f a, and a is set to 1.2 as a margin
parameter.

3.2. Unary and binary costs

After getting the appearance model, we introduce additional
features obtained from the tracks and neighbors to get the final
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tracking results. In this part, we discuss our unary and binary costs
in the process of group-based matching.

Multi-target tracking is a complicated problem, and simply con-
sidering each single individual to deduce its trajectory cannot
make good use of the global information. Instead, we combine
the information from multiple sources of the whole image to
achieve comprehensive consideration and generate reliable final
trajectories. However, since the scene is often crowded and the tar-
get motion is complicated, we cluster the tracks into groups based
on preliminary correlation results and focus on the matchings
between those targets with a relatively close spatial distance.
Besides, the reliable tracks are extracted and seen as vital points
to correct the unreliable tracks and construct unary cost. In every
frame, the correlation results between track Ti and detection Dj

can be constructed by minimizing the following energy,

f xð Þ ¼
X
i;j;k

CaxiDj þ CmxiDj

zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{Unary

þ CBxixk
zfflfflffl}|fflfflffl{Binary

0
B@

1
CA; ð10Þ

where Tk means the neighborhood tracks of track Ti. The unary cost
is calculated by current tracks and its corresponding detections,
which include the appearance and motion factors as described in
Section 3.2.1. The binary cost evaluates the relationship among
track pairs in the current frame and refine the miscorrelation
caused by the unary cost-based matching, which represents the tar-
gets ID rationality.

3.2.1. Preliminary correlation
Preliminary association results are obtained by the Hungarian

algorithm with appearance, motion and shape affinities, which
only considers the similarity of the inner tracks. In this way, we
will have better initial solutions of the correlation between tracks
and detections. Accordingly, the motion, shape, and appearance
affinities [56] are calculated via Eqs. (11)–(13) respectively,

aff i;jmotion ¼ exp �x1 �
xTi � xDj
wT

i w
D
j

 !2

þ yTi � yDj
hT
i h

D
j

 !2
0
@

1
A

0
@

1
A; ð11Þ

aff i;jshape ¼ exp �x2 �
jwT

i �wD
j j

wT
i þwD

j

þ jhT
i � hD

j j
hT
i þ hD

j

 ! !
; ð12Þ

aff i;japp ¼ cosine HSAN Tið Þ;HSAN Dj
� �� �

; ð13Þ

where aff i;jmotion represents the motion similarity between track Ti

and detection Dj; aff
i;j
shape is the shape affinity between track Ti and

detection Dj, and aff i;japp denotes the appearance cosine affinity

between track Ti and detection Dj. xTi ; yTi are the predicted i-th
track’s bounding-box x and y coordinates at center position, and

wT
i ; h

T
i are the width and height respectively. Similarly,

xDi ; y
D
i ;w

D
i ;h

D
j are those from the j-th detection. HSAN �ð Þ means the

feature vector obtained with our HSAN model. And the total affinity

aff i;jall between track xi and detection Dj is calculated with Eq. 14,
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aff i;jall ¼ aff i;jmotion � aff i;jshape � aff i;japp: ð14Þ
Fig. 6. Diagram of reliable and unreliable trajectories. The red boxes represent the
bounding boxes of the unreliable tracks in the current frame while the green ones
represent the reliable tracks.
3.2.2. Generation of reliable trajectory
In the process of target tracking, some objects with less occlu-

sion are significantly different from others, so correlations between
those detections and historical tracklets of the tracks seldom cause
error. Therefore, we derive the tracks and make those correlations
confirmed.

We use several rules to determine reliable tracks and obtain
their corresponding trajectories. We hope that these selected tra-
jectories are reliable enough, that they are sufficiently similar in
matching with their own trajectories without too much occlusion,
and that the detected bounding boxes are stable enough without
large size variation. Therefore, for a single track, its reliability can
be judged from the following formula,

Preli T
t
i

� � ¼ x3 � Ppre Tt
i

� �þx4 � PV Tt
i

� �þx5 � P4h Tt
i

� �
; ð15Þ

where Tt
i represents the bounding box of i-th track at time t. Ppre �ð Þ is

the similarity of shape, motion and appearance features that are
obtained in Section 3.2.1. It is numerically equal to affall. PV �ð Þ is vis-
ible rate of the current bounding box of Ti calculated as the visible
area divided by the total area. And P4h �ð Þ is orientation change [30]
between consecutive frames defined by Eq. (16),

P4h Tt
i

� � ¼ 1þ cos 2phti=8� 2ph t�1ð Þ
i =8

� �
2

; ð16Þ

where hti represents the orientation of track Ti at t-th frame which is
calculated by the motion within two consecutive frames. In our set-
tings, the possible orientation of 2p is evenly discretized into 8 divi-
sions with each 45�, and 2phti=8 calculates the discrete angle of
track Ti in radians. The cost of orientation difference is calculated
by a cos operation. Therefore, the smaller the angle difference, the
more reliable the trajectory. That way, the cosine distance ‘‘0”
means the target motion keeps stable in the past frames and the
score defined by Eq. (16) is 1.

Intuitively, the reliable tracks can be separated as Fig. 6 shows.
We use the green bounding boxes to represent reliable tracks and
red rectangles to stand for unreliable tracks. Because of the existing
camera movement and false positive detections, these high-quality
tracks are treated as ‘‘anchor points” to guide the trajectory associ-
ation of uncertain targets.

3.2.3. Group formulation
Because of the existence of occlusion between objects and false

positive detections, we separate tracks and detections in the cur-
rent frame into different groups to achieve better results. Our goal
in establishing group matching is to separate dissimilar trajectories
to achieve association or fine-tuning of members in the group. In
addition, we hope that when targets in the group lose their trajec-
tory due to mutual occlusion, the algorithm can achieve comple-
tion and correlation as well. In the current frame, our existing
tracks consist of three types: reliable tracks, unreliable tracks and
inactive tracks.

Firstly, bounding boxes of existing tracks in the last frame and
current one are divided into different groups using the DBSCAN
method which is resistant to noise and do not need to specify
the classification number in advance. Instead of using complex
operations to define group merging and split until current frame
[30], we match the groups in the last and current frame mainly
through the positions of reliable trajectories. Note that the results
of preliminary associations already achieve rough accuracy, it is
feasible to make group divisions based on their association results.
We define the corresponding reliable track affinity using Eq. (15)
and the group matching probability by Eq. (17),
85
P Gi;Gj
� � ¼ num Ti

reli \ Tj
reli

� �
num Ti

all

� � ; ð17Þ

where the numerator means the number of reliable tracks that
appear in both Gi and Gj, and denominator means the total track
count of Gi. For the current group Gi, it is matched with Gj if the
probability in Eq. 17 is the highest. The process mainly aims at
maintaining the continuity of existing tracks.

Besides, the group that a certain track possess should keep con-
stant in the continuous frames. But due to the movement of the
target itself or the camera shake, DBSCAN may classify detections
that belong to the same track into different groups. Thus, we mark
the inner-group tracks into different states, as shown in Fig. 7. The
candidates are of different properties: core targets and border
ones. For a border target Ti in two consecutive frames, the center
may alter due to trajectory variation. If the group match is con-
ducted directly on the DBSCAN results, Ti will be lost in current
frame and the bounding box that should belong to it in next frame
will be assigned a new ID. To avoid this mistake, we keep Ti as a
member of the group it belongs to in last frame, to make sure that
Ti finds a candidate bounding box to associate with in current
frame.

3.3. Unary cost construction

In terms of the unary cost item, it is composed of an appearance
part and a motion part. The appearance part indicates the total dif-
ference between appearance features of a track and a new detec-
tion, and the motion part indicates the difference between the
shape and position of the bounding boxes from a track and a
new detection, as defined in Eq. 18,

Cu ¼
Xn
i¼1

Cij
app þ

Xn
i¼1

Cij
motion; ð18Þ

where n is the total number of tracks, and Cij
app and Cij

motion stand for
the appearance and motion costs between the i-th track and the j-th
detection, respectively. The appearance cost has been discussed in
Section 3.1. Next, we discuss the motion cost.

When associating tracks with detections by motion, the posi-
tion and motion of a track is predicted for the upcoming frame
based on its past motion. Existing methods often use Kalman Filter
as motion model to predict the bounding box and use Euclidean
distance as the metric to calculate its cost between the predicted
bounding boxes and the detection bounding boxes. However,
motion prediction for inactive tracks is subject to detection errors.
In this case, some of the bounding boxes in a track’s history may be
undetected or wrongly localized. Therefore, traditional motion



Fig. 7. The core targets and border targets in a DBSCAN-based group.
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models like Kalman Filter fails to provide reasonable position pre-
diction. As a result, the association process fails to associate tracks
with new detections, and the tracking results are fragmented.

Considering the fact that pedestrians in a group tend to keep a
stable relative position as suggested by [39,22], we predict the
motion of inactive tracks by utilizing their group information,
and refer to a binned distance as motion metric instead of absolute
Euclidean distance. The main idea is to utilize reliable tracks to
refine the prediction of unreliable ones. First, we group the tracks
and detections by DBSCAN as mentioned in Section 3.2.3 and sep-
arate the tracks into reliable ones and unreliable ones. We predict
the position and shape of reliable tracks using Kalman Filter as
usual, and then use the reliable tracks to predict the position of
unreliable tracks. For that, we mark the reliable tracks as ‘‘anchor
points”. Note that only the anchors continuously in the same group
of the unreliable tracks for a period of time are selected. In our
method, we choose three closest anchors in the group for a certain
unreliable track to predict the location in the current frame. An
example of the prediction process is shown in Fig. 8. For simplicity,
we use the bounding boxes in the current frame to represent
tracks. The location vectors between unreliable track T1 and reli-
able tracks T2; T3, and T4 from the past three frames are calculated
to predict the location vectors in the current frame. And the pre-
dicted bounding box location of T1 is then determined through
these predicted location vectors.

Then, in the matching process, we split the neighborhood of
anchor points into Wb � Hb grids, and every grid is called a bin.
The parametersWb and Hb is defined by the shape of anchor points.
Afterwards, the locations of unreliable tracks are re-calculated and
filled into the bins according to IoUs. The same process is taken to
detections as well. When doing the matching, the motion cost
between an unreliable track and a detection is calculated by Eq.
(19),

Cij
motion ¼ count Bin Tið Þ;Bin Dj

� �� �
; ð19Þ

where count �ð Þ denotes the distance from track Ti to detection Dj. In
this way, the distance metric focuses more on the relative orienta-
tion and position from the anchor points, to reduce the impact of
detection errors.

3.4. Binary cost construction

The binary cost represents the consistency of the whole tracks.
It is common sense that no object can disappear out of thin air;
when occlusion takes place between two targets, the former target
can be observed rather than the target behind it; the target orders
from left to right or from bottom to top will keep changeless unless
their trajectories overlap. Thus, we establish the binary energy
between adjacent tracks to enhance the tracking rationality.

For a possible ID switch pair Ti and Tj, the corresponding rela-
tive orientation is calculated by Eq. (20),

hij ¼ \ xi � xj; yi � yj
� �

; ð20Þ
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where xi and yi represent the x and y coordinates of track Ti, and \ �ð Þ
means the orientation change. Thus, the orientation variation
between two pairs are discretized into different bins as well. When
the target is occluded, we hope to ensure the correct tracking of the
trajectory according to the invariance of its motion angle. Compared
with calculating the angle change of a single trajectory, using rela-
tive angles to describe the direction change between two nearby
targets can be more stable. For every two pairs in the group, the cor-
responding orders will not change if they don’t occlude each other
for a period. Therefore, we use Eq. (21) to construct the binary
energy,

Cij
B ¼ 0; if d hij

� �
< r1;

1� IoU Ti; Tj
� �

; otherwise:

(
ð21Þ

In this way, if the variation is larger than r1, we consider the ID
order changing probability to be the intersection-over-union ratio
of their predicted bounding boxes. While the orientation change
keeps stable, we consider the binary cost to be zero. Thus we guar-
antee that the relative positions of the active tracks are reasonable
in the current frame.

Inactive tracks completion. For the inactive tracks that are not
correlated in the current frame, we estimate their visibility proba-
bilities and keep those with high visible possibilities. We calculate
the occlusion areas between the predicted inactive locations and
their surrounding neighbors as Eq. (22) shows.

Po ¼ S
X
i

Ti \ Toð Þ
 !

=So; ð22Þ

where Ti means the neighbor tracks of To, and the numerator means
the total occluded area of Ti and its neighbors, while So means the
area of To. Besides, when the occlusion areas are zero, we consider
these tracks are obscured by the background, and whether it can
come back to the field of view again depends on the object’s inten-
tion and the motion state of the camera. Therefore, for those inac-
tive tracks we do not output the predicted bounding boxes to the
results.

According to the restrictions set by Eq. (10), our tracking model
is obviously not a convex optimization problem. Thus, we use a
heuristic algorithm [23] in polynomial time to get the correlation
results. In detail, a preliminary correlation is obtained in Sec-
tion 3.2.1 and the initial total energy can be calculated as well.
Next, we switch the labels between adjacent tracks to see if the
total energy reduces. If so, we keep the new labels. It should be
noted that the self association is not allowed and we set a thresh-
old of maximum correlation energy, which means if the correlation
cost is too large we will not associate the corresponding track and
detections.
4. Experimental results

In this section, we present detailed information of parameter
settings on ReID and MOT datasets. Besides, the comparison of
results with other competitive methods and ablation experiments
are discussed in the following content.

4.1. Experimental settings

4.1.1. ReID settings
As Section 3.1.1 shows, the Stacked Hourglass Network is used

to get the pose feature for the targets and the COCO dataset is used
to train the pose model. The input images are cropped and resized
to 384	 128. The ReID model is trained on a single GPU, with
batch size 32 and Adam optimizer method on the Market-1501,
DukeMTMC-reID, and CUHK03 datasets. Besides, we set the epoch



Fig. 8. The prediction process of our group based tracking.
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500 and the initial learning rate 2e�4. After 380 and 460 epochs, the
learning rate decayed to 2e�5 and 2e�6. We use the mean Average
Precision (mAP) [40] and Cummulated Matching Characteristics
[41] Rank-1, Rank-5 and Rank-10 accuracy to evaluate our method.
4.1.2. MOT settings
First, for our preliminary correlation, we think appearance affin-

ity and motion affinity are equally important, while x1 and x2 are
set to 1.2 and 0.8 respectively. Second, for the reliable tracks, the
x3; x4, and x5 are 0.5, 0.25, and 0.25 respectively. The minimum
samples of DBSCAN is 3 and the eps is 150. Those tracks with prob-
abilities higher than 0.7 are considered as reliable tracks. For the
unary cost part, we set the r1 to p.
4.2. ReID results

Table 1 shows the comparison between our method and the
existing ReID methods in the Market-1501 and DUKE datasets.
Besides, the Re-Ranking [45] operation believes that if a gallery
image is similar to the k-reciprocal nearest neighbors of a query
image, the match between these two images are possibly right.
The Re-Ranking is also implemented and shown in corresponding
tables. It can be seen that our method not only improves mAP,
but also performs better on rank-1, rank-5, and rank-10. Especially
on the main indicators mAP and rank-1, we have achieved
86:3%=95:0% on Market-1501 and 77:9%=88:1% on DukeMTMC-
reID dataset.

Besides, our HSAN model is tested on the CUHK03-NP (det) and
CUHK03-NP (lab) datasets. We split them into training set, com-
posed of 767 identities, and test set which consists of 700 targets.
The corresponding results are shown in Table 2. Consequently, the
mAP and Rank-1 reach 76:7%=78:8% on CUHK03-NP (det) and
87:6%=86:4% on CUHK03-NP (lab) datasets which surpass other
methods shown in the table.

Meanwhile, we conduct the ablation experiments on Market-
1501 and DukeMTMC-reID, and the hyperparameters strictly
remain consistent for each ablation test. Table 3 shows the differ-
ent parts of our HSAN module.

The baseline shown in the table is the HSANmodel without PHA
and RSA modules. For the mAP and Rank-1 indexes, the baseline
+ PHA module improves 0:3%=0:8% on Market-1501 and
1:4%=0:9% on DukeMTMC-reID dataset compared with the Base-
line model. Worth mentioning, the targets of DukeMTMC-reID
are more diversified and noisier compared with Market-1501.
And our PHA module improves more on Duke dataset, which
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means the PHA part is more robust and suitable for dealing with
competitive targets.

The RSA module also helps to improve the ReID performance by
1:5%=0:8% on Market-1501 dataset and 0:5%=0:6% on
DukeMTMC-reID dataset on indexes mAP and Rank-1. Conse-
quently, our HSAN model performance is better than using the sin-
gle module on most evaluation methods. Thus, we can draw the
conclusion that our HSAN model is competitive and effective for
ReID problem.
4.3. MOT results

The tracking performance indexes and their meanings are
shown in Table 4. Our HSAN-GCM tracking performances on
MOT15, MOT16 and MOT17 are shown in Tables 5–7 respectively.
The dataset 2DMOT15 contains 22 videos that last 996s totally.
These videos are the combination of different datasets that have
complex pedestrian movements, such as KITTI, TUD, AVG, PETS
and ETH. From Table 5, it can be seen that our method performs
better on indicator MOTA, which is 38.0%. And the ‘‘MT” reaches
168 while ‘‘ML” is 175. This means our method is competitive in
dealing with long time tracking. Besides, our fragmentation
reaches 26%, which also proves the effectiveness of our method.

For the MOT16 dataset, there are 14 tracking videos including
complex situations and camera motion states. Our method reaches
53.0% on MOTA index and reduces FP and FN as well. This is due to
our effective location estimation method and group-based tracklet
completion. Besides, we effectively improve the MT index. This
means our tracking results are more stable and robust. The number
of fragment tracks also gets reduced simultaneously.

Compared with MOT16, the MOT17 dataset also contains 14
tracking videos with three kinds of public detections: DPM, SDP,
and FRCNN, and the tracking methods can be evaluated in more
diversified ways. The MOTA in Table 7 achieves 53.7%, and the
MT achieves 22.4% while ML is 34.1%. Besides, the FP has reduced
to 20393 and FN reduced to 238002. It can be seen that the frag
also gets reduced compared with the online tracking methods
listed.

This is because our target takes full account of its own correla-
tion information and the surrounding tracklets information. By
reasonably completing the missing bounding boxes, the number
of FN is reduced. The number of FP is also decreased due to correct-
ing the positions of targets based on the ‘‘anchor points”. Moreover,
compared with offline methods, our online method can only use
the information of the historical moments and the current
moment, but cannot get corrected by using the future target posi-



Table 1
Our HSAN results on Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets. Note that ‘‘RR” represents Re-Ranking and mAP, Rank-1, Rank-5, and Rank-10 accuracy (%) are listed.

Method Market-1501 DukeMTMC-reID

mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10

HA-CNN [31] 75.7 91.2 – – 63.8 80.5 – –
DaRe [32] 76.0 89.0 – – 64.5 80.2 – –

DuATM [33] 76.6 91.4 97.1 99.0 64.6 81.8 90.2 95.4
PABR [34] 79.6 91.7 96.9 98.1 69.3 84.4 92.2 93.8

DNNCRF [35] 81.6 93.5 97.7 – 69.5 84.9 92.3 –
PCBþ RPP [36] 81.6 93.8 97.5 98.5 69.2 83.3 90.5 92.5
Mancs [37] 82.3 93.1 – – 71.8 84.9 – –
SPReID [38] 83.4 93.7 97.6 98.4 73.3 86.0 93.0 94.5

Ours 86.3 95.0 98.0 98.6 77.9 88.1 93.9 95.9

DaRe (RR) [32] 86.7 90.9 – – 80.0 84.4 – –
PABR (RR) [34] 89.9 93.4 96.4 97.4 83.9 88.3 93.1 95.0
SPReID (RR) [38] 91.0 94.6 96.8 97.7 85.0 89.0 93.3 94.8

Ours 93.4 95.4 97.6 98.2 89.3 91.7 94.9 96.4

Table 2
Our HSAN results on CUHK03-NP dataset in terms of mAP (%) and Rank-1 (%) accuracy indexes. Note that ‘‘RR” represents Re-Ranking.

Method CUHK03-NP (det) CUHK03-NP (lab)

mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1

HA-CNN [31] 38.6 41.7 41.0 44.4
MLFN [42] 47.8 52.8 49.2 54.7
TriNet [43] 50.7 55.5 53.8 58.1

PCB + RPP [36] 57.5 63.7 – –
DaRe [32] 59.0 63.3 61.6 66.1
Mancs [37] 60.5 65.5 63.9 69.0
EANet [44] 66.8 72.5 – –

Ours 72.3 76.1 76.7 78.8

Ours (RR) 84.3 83.7 87.6 86.4

Table 3
Ablation results for our PHA and RSA modules on mAP, Rank-1, Rank-5, and Rank-10 (%). ‘‘Baseline” denotes the original HSAN model without PHA and RSA parts.

Method Market-1501 DukeMTMC-reID

mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10

Baseline 84.9 93.9 97.9 98.8 74.8 86.0 92.6 94.7
Baseline+PHA 85.2 94.7 98.0 98.6 76.2 86.9 93.6 95.2
Baseline+RSA 86.4 94.7 98.0 98.7 75.3 86.6 92.7 94.8

HSAN 86.3 95.0 98.0 98.6 77.9 88.1 93.9 95.9

Table 4
The tracking evaluation indexes.

Index Description

MOTA " Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy
IDF1 " ID F1 Score
ML # Mostly lost
MT " Mostly tracked
FM # Number of track fragmentations
FP # False positive output
FN # False negative output
IDs # ID switch

Table 5
Tracking performance on the test set of the MOT15 Benchmark with public detections.

Tracker Mode MOTA IDF1 MT

INARLA[46] Online 34.7% 42.1% 90
GMPHD_OGM[14] Online 30.7% 38.8% 83

TENSOR[47] Online 24.3% 24.1% 40
STRN[48] Online 38.1% 46.6% 83

AMIR15[49] Online 37.6% 46.0% 114
Ours Online 38.0% 48.3% 168
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tions. So, it performs slightly worse in some indexes. Furthermore,
our method is effective to correctly associate the targets that have
disappeared for a long time before entering the field of view again.
This is mainly due to our robust appearance and motion character-
istics. Some exemplar tracking results are shown in Fig. 9.

Our ablation experiments are shown in Table 8. Compared with
the preliminary tracking results, our method reduces the ID switch
count and increases the MOTA performance. The false positive,
false negative and frag count are also reduced. Therefore, our
method is effective in dealing with the multi-object tracking
problem.
ML FP FN IDs Frag HZ

216 9855 29158 1112 2848 2.6
275 6502 35030 1034 1351 169.5
336 6644 38582 1271 1304 24.0
241 5451 31571 1033 2665 13.8
193 7933 29397 1026 2024 1.9
175 12245 24521 1310 1562 1.2



Table 6
Tracking performance on the test set of the MOT16 Benchmark with public detections.

Tracker Mode MOTA IDF1 MT ML FP FN IDs Frag HZ

FWT[50] Offline 47.8% 44.3% 145 290 8886 85487 852 1534 0.6
eHAF16[51] Offline 47.2% 52.4% 141 325 12586 83107 542 787 0.5
TPM[52] Offline 51.3% 47.9% 142 310 2701 85504 569 707 5.9

DMAN[53] Online 46.1% 54.8% 132 324 7909 89874 532 1616 0.3
AMIR[49] Online 47.2% 46.3% 106 316 2681 92856 774 1675 1.0
MOTDT[48] Online 47.6% 50.9% 115 291 9253 85431 792 1858 20.6
LSST[54] Online 49.2% 56.5% 102 314 7187 84875 606 2497 2.0
Ours Online 53.0% 54.7% 154 271 5259 79671 779 1136 1.1

Table 7
Tracking performance on the test set of the MOT17 Benchmark with public detections.

Tracker Mode MOTA IDF1 MT ML FP FN IDs Frag HZ

FWT[50] Offline 51.3% 47.6% 505 830 24101 247921 2648 4279 0.2
eHAF[51] Offline 51.8% 54.7% 551 893 33212 336772 1834 2739 0.7
eTC17[10] Offline 51.9% 58.1% 544 836 36164 232783 2288 3071 0.7

MOTDT17[48] Online 50.9% 52.7% 413 841 24069 250768 2474 5317 18.3
DMAN[53] Online 51.9% 55.7% 454 902 26218 263608 2194 5378 0.3
JBNOT[55] Online 52.6% 50.8% 465 844 31572 232659 3050 3792 5.4

LSST17O[54] Online 52.7% 57.9% 421 863 22512 241936 2167 7443 6.7
Ours Online 53.7% 54.5% 528 804 20393 238002 2639 3856 1.2

Fig. 9. Illustration of our algorithmic performance for online multi-object tracking. The frame numbers are shown in the lower right corner of each image. Best viewed with
zooming.

Table 8
The ablation results for our HSAN-GCM tracking methods on MOT17 training sets.

Method MOTA IDF1 MT ML FP FN IDs Frag

Preliminary 60.0% 63.1% 577 389 5115 127610 1532 1247
Preliminary+Unary 62.2% 67.4% 599 366 4791 121478 1222 1277

Preliminary+Unary+Binary 62.4% 63.6% 581 376 2102 123586 905 1222
All 62.5% 67.2% 580 376 2096 123578 867 1219
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, the HSAN model is proposed to achieve competi-
tive classification accuracy for different targets’ appearances by
combining the hard and soft attention. The pose-guided hard
attention module enhances the foreground information while the
regional soft attention module reduces the background noise.
Besides, we obtain the preliminary tracking result by using the
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Hungarian algorithm based on appearance-motion similarity, and
group tracks and detections according to the matching of reliable
tracks which are signed as ‘‘anchor points”. Additionally, the unary
cost considers the appearance similarities and relative positions
between tracks and anchor points, while binary cost is established
by considering the overall information of the current frame to
maintain the rationality of the tracking results. The relative orien-
tations and positions are also included to refine the miscorrelated
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targets. We evaluate our method on both ReID and MOT datasets,
and the experimental results prove the effectiveness of our pro-
posed method for online multi-object tracking.
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